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Abstract

Student representative council and also known as Majlis Perwakilan Pelajar

(MPP) refer to a students’ union which responsible for students’ welfare and

activity organizing aimed at enhancing ‘soft skill’ among students. Besides that,

MPP were existed is to become as the main voice and medium of

communication between students and the university authorities. The study is

conduct in the UiTM Sarawak, Samarahan Campus. Questionnaires distribute

randomly to 170 respondents. The objective of this study is to identify the

eligibility of selected MPP. Second objective is to identify the services provided

by MPP fulfill the interest to students. Next objective is to identify the response of

students involvement towards activities organized by MPP and lastly to

determined either MPP practice good leadership style. This study also provides

the suggestion for improvement of MPP.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

By the year 2020, Malaysia is hoping to become one of developed country.

Follow to the mission, various efforts have been done and need to be done in

order to ensure all the missions can be attained. One of the efforts is the

government has exclaimed Malaysians to unite. Students is the groups that

hold the significance roles in order to realize the vision of 2020 as they have

been identified as the main assets to the nation due to overall population. In

addition, this group is the generation that inherits the administration of the

country and determines the path that has to be achieved.

It cannot be denied that students carry out big responsibility and roles.

Therefore, positive values have to be adapted to them since the early

education. The means values are leadership trait, honest and responsible.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW & CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

2.1 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1.1 Definition of leadership

According to the traditional approach of leadership, leader is a strong

and powerful individual. Leader is someone who makes the decision,

commands many others and speaks with charisma. There is several definition

of leadership. Some of general thoughts that others include in leadership

definition include exerting influence. Motivating and inspirational, helping

others realize their latent, foremost by example selfness and making

difference.

Robbins and Judge (2009) found leadership as the ability to influence a

group toward the achievement of a vision or set of goals. The source of this


